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Ir~SIDE:
INFO ON:
The AbaQ T,.-ansputer- & lIE game t1achine

The Be~t Selection of Computer Products for
Your Education, Home and Recreation.
Atari 1200
Baud Modem

$249

$89

Provide the link between your
Atari ST and an IBM
computer; Read, write and
format 5 1/4 " diskettes for
easy transfer of data onto a
3 1/2" format.

• Hayes AT command-set
, capability
• Built-in speaker with adjustable volume control
• RS232 and Atari 510 ports
• Auto-dial and auto-answer
• 300/1200 bps operation

PC Ditto

$79

(IBM EmlJlator)

Timeworks
Presents...

Atari 20 MB
Hard Drive

I.B. Drive

•

I:

"".-

ST

Data Manager ST
Complete with:
- Report Writing
Business Craphics
- Label Making

$54

'each
title

Get the speed and convenience of a hard drive and take
advantage of Atari's built-in
high speed DMA channel
that provides virtually instantaneous data transfer rates.

Mark
WiUiamsC

oj

Word Writer ST
- 90,000 Word
Spell Checker
- 60,000 Thesaurus

$629

Swift calc ST

"'ESiiIl

- 8192 Rows by

$139
Version 2.0

Take advantage of the 16 MB in
Atari's 68000 microprocessor and
produce fast, dense code that
supports the complete
Kernighan &: Ritchie standard.

256 Columns
- Super Graphics
- Sideways Printing
Built-In

The Cyber Studio
Stereo CAD - 3D 2.0
plus

$49

$59
The paint program you've
always wanted gives you 512
colors to be creative with. All
at the same time.

The best-selling graphics
program for the ST... only 10
times better than the original!

At Micro

center

PERSCOm

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

orYourMoney Back

Cybermate

$69
2-Disk Set
requires 1MB RAM

Stop In And Pick Up
One Of Our New
Sales Flyers.

1555 W. Lane Ave,

Where educated futures begin,

Columbus. OH 43221
(614) 481·4409

- - - - --

~-------

Monday-Friday, 10-9·

-

.

----

The CAD
3D Animator

Satuiday, 10-6· Sundays Until Chrlstmas,'Noon::S

85 Westerville Plaia
Westerville. OH 43081
(614) 8!n·2900

PROGRA MING
HELP
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CONSOLE lEY PROGRAKKING
... Frol ATARI8 SIGt ...
by Keith Joins
This short file will give you the basic inforlation
needed to use the OPTION, SELECT, START, and HELP keys
in your prograls. The HELP key is of course only
available on the XL/IE series and not on the older
(00/800 machines.
The first three of these keys are controlled by
memory location 53279 ($D01F). Peeking tbis location
will return various values depending on the key or
combination of keys pressed accordinq to the following
table:

nol needed to

U~le

lhe31b keys In your proqral3.

Now a short example of the
Basic prograll:
100
110
120
130
1(0
150
160
170
180
200

u~e

of these keys In a

OPTIOH=3:SELECT=5:START=6
PRINT 'PRESS START TO BEGIN'
PRINT 'PRESS SELECT TO RERUN'
PRINT 'PRESS OPTION TO GOTO DOS'
CHOICE=PEEK(5]279)
IF CHOICE=START THEN GOTO 200
IF CHOICE=SELECT THEN RUN
IF CHOICE=OPTION THEN DOS
GOTO 140
Your program

Line 180 is needed to In order to force the program
to repeat the choice selection process until a consol
key Is pressed. Any other key press is gnored except
that if you sould press another key it will be echoed to
the screen when a consol key is finally pressed. To
prevent this you could add the followinq:
175 POKK 764,255

~EYISI

VALUE RETURNED

~:::=::=====:==::::=:=:=:=====:=

All three
OPTION+SBLECT
OPTIONISTART
OPTION
SKLECTISTART
SELECT
START

No key pressed

0

1
2
]
4
5
6
1

To test this out RUN the following short basic
proqram.
10 PRINT PEKK153279)
20 GOTO 10
While

this program Is running press various
and see what value Is printed to the
screen. Hotice that the value for a given key is
returned only while that key is depressed. When you
release the key, the value returned qoes back to seven.
This is because the Operating System updates this
location every staqe two VBI. You don't have to know
what the VBI procedure does, just realize that you do
not have to clear this location in order to use it
aqain. When you are finished with this little program,
just press the BREAI key to stop it.
co~binations

Another thing to understand is that pressing the
consol keys vIII never cause the Operating System to
generate an interrupt as happens when you press a
regular key. You would have to create and install your
own interrupt to do this. Apossible application for
this would be to use these keys to toggle output between
the screen and the printer. This could be done as part
of the VBI routine or by using the software timers at
meaory locations 536 to 558. Again this inforlation is

This will clear the register that the keyboard
handler gets it data from and prevent the errant key
stroke from being echoed to the screen Kemory location
1]2 1$20CI, a spare byte in the (00/800 series, is used
in the XL/XE series to store the status of the HELP key.
ApgEK(732l will return the following values:
KEY COMBINATION

VALUE

===============================

HELP alone
HELPfSHIFT
HELP+CONTROL

17
81
145

The default value of this register Is zero. Unlike
the consol key register, this one will retain the value
stored in it until the user clears it with a POKE 132,0.
The operating system pretty much ignores this location
except when directed to it under program control. Again'
no interrupt is qenerated by this key except a user
written one.
The above Information should give you enough to use
these keys in you own proqrams. Experiment with their
use and soon they. will be second nature to you. It is
the best way to I learn. If you have any further
questions, feel free to ask.
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looking, 1'1 sure all cOlputer users knov that 30le
qdlej Just Cdn't be played with a Joystick alone.
Plight Silulator II, vhlch calles vith our XE Galle
Systel, needs the keybodrd. So do adventore gales and

I05t other 5trateqy gales.
We can't get stores to carry the 8-bit computers.
They von't even sell the software to their existing
custolers -- for a vhile software cOlpanies had to put
the 8-bit prograls on the back of the C64 disk to get
shelf space at all! But vhen lie showed the IE Galle
Systel to the buyers, they vere totally enthusiastic.
This is truly larketing In action.
We have something like 50 cartridges in Inventory
frol the old days, and are feverishly working on
converting disk games to cartridge. With sale clever
programming, ve can nov get 256K of ROM on a cartridge,
instead o( the 16K in the old gales. That's hOIl lie got
Flight Silulator II tplus t a scenery disk onto a single
cartridge. There is nothing different about the IE Gale
System to make this work -- existing a-bit computer
ovners can use the very same cartridges.
So vhat does this lean 10 you? In the beginning,
all it viII Ilean is that 1I0re gales vlll be cOllng in
8-bil tari iorlat. But, vhat ve hope is that this viii
be the springboard to reVitaliZing the 8-bit Atari
compuler line. Once the IE Game Systels start selling
land they have just begin arriving in stores this past
veek!, ve have a potential lIarket of hundreds of
thou3and3 of consullers. At this tlle COl1lodore ls
selling around 300,000 C&4's annually. With a market
thIs size, the lotlvation (or softvare developers to
bring out nev titles in our forlat is enoraoos.
Remember, the IE Galle Systell is totally compatible
vith your 8-bit cOlputers. Once the custoler takes the
IE Gale Systel home, they discover in the aanual that
the systel includes the Atarj BASIC language and that
there is an SIO port for coaputer peripherals. We
expect that people who lay have been (rightened of
computers, or leery of spending the loney on a cOlpoter
vith a drive ($400+) Initially, lay very well upgrade to
a fuller systel. And've hope that they viII then deland
the kind of softvare that ve need to see developed -serious appl ications softvare.
While this is happening, ve continue to sell the
8-bit computers. Contrary to sOle published reports, we
cannot simply rellove the motherboard frol the &5IE's and
put them in the Gale Systeas. It's a different board.
So, ve still have the large inventory o( cOlputers. And
ve expect that sllart Atari dealers viII use the
advertising campaign (or IE Game Systems and sell the
co.puters as a compatible altenative. 'WhY,R they light
ask a customer, ·should you spend $150 when you can buy
the system ala carte, vith a coapoter for $99 in a more
compact case and then buy vhatever softvare you want?'
Lets all hope this vorks. Atari has tried just

-

---- -

--------------------------

about everything In our pOller to keep the 8-blt cOllputer
line going. This Is probabiy our best 3hot.
One last fact -- for our cU3tomer3 In areJ3 where
there are federated 5tore5, Jack rramlel ha3 3ald that
these stores viii carry a full line of Atarl 8-bit
computers. So availability should be a whole lot better
in California, Texas, Arizona, and Kansas.
Thanks for giving me the time to explain in much
more detail than I can online. We've been through some
tough tiles together. Please try to keep the faith and
bear vlth us just a little longer while we get the 8-bit
situation straightened oot.
Best regards,
Nell Harris
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dctUdlly run3 the data out to BO column3 and
everythIng!
t
Adventure - PO from Lotsa-Bytes. Data run3 to 80
columns, but is formatted for 38.
This is a rather dismal list considering all the
software that I have. I am sure that many of these
programs can be adapted to 80 colulns, but for now, the
pickings are slill. Anyway, you bought the 80 colulln card
for program developlent, didn't you? Well ..•..... AHAC
is out. So is SynAsselbler and ACTION. Even BasicXL
fails on the XEP-BO (055 is supposed to have a fix, but
I couldn't find It). What works? Basic, Hac65 and
MicroSoft basic,
Now, youlre talking!! so, how do they work?? REAL
GOOD! The display not only looks good, It even WORKS
better. Let me explain. The normal, 40 coluln display is
generated by the ANTIC and GTIA chips in your computer.
Your OS puts data in memory that these chips access to
use in buildinq the display. This sharing of memory can
slow the computer part of your machine way down while
the display part of the lachine uses your memory. To say
that they SHARE memory is not quite true - ANTIC stops
the main computer whenever he feels like It, and uses
memory as much as he pleases. The only option for the
main computer is to disable the ANTIC chip entirely.
This increases the speed of your lachine about 30\. Of
course, you lose all screen function. '" Now, with the
XEp·80, all screen functions dre handled thru the
hardware out in the adaptor. With the adaptor clocks and
the adaptor processor, and the adaptor memory. All your
compuLer needs to do is send the daLa once and he is
free 100\ of the time. Great stuff, eh? Let's try a
liLtle test.
100 POKE 18{0 : POKE 19{0 : POKE 20,0
110 FOR X I TO 500
120 PRINT PEEK (20) + 256 t PEEK (19)
0

f

65536

t

PEEK

t

65536

t

PEEK

(18 )

130

~IEXi

X

140 PRINT PEEK (20)
(18 )

+

256

t

PEEK (19)

RUM this on a normal Atari. I got 1181, 1188, 1189,
l188{ 1189 for five runs.
On an XEP-80, I got 347{ 349, 351, 350, 351. !!!
IIhoa,II, that's a whole lot more than 30\!!
See those

t

in there? Those are stop signs in a

B,lSic proqram. The math lust be very cycle hungry. Let's
try it wiLh no math:

100
110
120
130
140

POKE 18,0 : POKE 19,0
FOR X 1 10 500
PRINT PEEK (20)
NEXT X
PRINT PEEK (20)

POKE 20,0

0

IIi thout the XEP-80: 2 t 233, 254, and 254
the 21 means that the jiffy counter overflowed
t~ice. These are actually counts of 745, 766 and 766.

~here

.. _------------------~

With the XEP-BO: 144, 142 and 141!! ('.'ittl
overflowl,

flO

This still is a lot more than 30\. The PRINT
statement IllUSt be a lot faster in the XEP-BO. Let's pull
it out of the loop.
100
110
130
140

POKE 18,0 : POKE 19,0
FOR I = 1 TO 500
NEXT X
PRINT PEEK (201

POKE 20,0

This resulted in 66, 66, 66 and 45, 45, 45. This is
what lie lIould expect from offloadinq the screen overhead
to the XEP-BO. The tremendous lncrease In the flrst two
tests Is a result of the much faster screen I/O from
Basic when using the XEP-80. The slow screen I/O that
CIO gives you is a major reason why Ilany programs do not
use CIO - It Is Just too slow. It seems to me that the
XEP-BO can make it practical to use CIO. now. How about
It, programllers?
So( great, using the XEP-BO gives you a nice clear,
aD-column display and it speeds up my CPU. Is it worth
it? After using it for awhile, I have found it makes it
much easier to work on larger programs since you can see
about twice as much code in each screen. The extra speed
seems to make the whole machine feel like another
computer, making everthing flow lore sioothly. All of
the editing functions work as they did with the 40
column display, so there is not much of a learning curve
- with a few exceptions. All in all. this thinq is
pretty good If you do anything on your Atari beSIdes
shoot Bad GUyz - and it is going to get better and
better dS lore software supports it.
Ouirks? Afew. Like there is no keyboard buUer. I
am used to entering 'A' from the DOS screen and hitting
ENTER twice for a Directory. Seems like the first ENTER
is read and the screen output started when the second
ENTER is entered. The XEP-BO either does not see Lhe
second ENTER or ignores it. You have to wait for the
screen to finish before the computer will take keyboard
input. Along the same line, I will sometimes enter a
LIST command and when it looks like the listinq is in
the region I want, I hit the BREAK key to stop the LIST.
I can then edit the lines that are displayed. Forqet
that!! BREAK does not work while the screen is LISTING.
You enter LIST and you get the whole program - period.
Unless you want to try RESET. That key will really croak
the computer, sometimes. It seems that the XEP-aO qets
goofed - up dnd must be pave red off before anything viii
work again. Never seems to happen for no reason, but!
can't be sure what's goinq to happen if I RESET.
Not a bad box, and destined to get better. Get one.
Toda y,
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the local area. You only need to click on a solar system
to obtain its nale and distance. If you then click on
Spock, he viII Indicate If a system is Romulan, Klingon,
or Federation. Ciick agaIn on Sulu to indicate the
cruising speed you want.

ft~
..

~

Rstar Trek'
Review by Stephane Lavoisard
(ST Magazine - Issue 110)
Reprinted by permission
Edited and translated by Andre Lafreniere
and Alain Plouffe {rom FaSTer.
Star Trek vas certainly, vith Dungeon Haster, the

m05t awaited game since with every new computer show,

~e

could observe a nev pre-release version. We've finally
received it, surrounded by rumours claiming that this
was the software of the 1990s. Itls thus with excusable
eagerness that I threv myself on this program and I
might as veil tell you that after I started playing, I
found it difficult to stop long enough to write this
article.

First, the authors have had the exceilent idea not
to base their scenario on either the films or the
series. Hence, it's an original scenario to which they
treated us. Since a vhile back, nUlerous spaceships are
mysteriously disappearing in a certain part of the
universe. The Federation has mandated you to go with the
Enterprise to resolve this affair. The loading of the
program is such that one gets impatient to see the game.
Effectively, after only a few seconds, the digitized
voice of Captain Kirk sounds: ·Space, the final
frontier', accompanied with the familiar sound effects,
which are followed by the thele (not digitized this
time, because this little folly grabs a lot of memory).
Hight as well tell you that you'll be thoroughly seduced
by this grand presentation, accompanied by a superb
rendition of the ship. At last, the main game screen
appears.
This one is composed of ,one large display
surrounded on two sides with seven smaller screens. The
~ain screen is the flight deck of the Enterprise,
digitized for sure, and all the actors of the series are
present. If you click on single individuals, their
picture appears in the lain screen along with the
actions he or she is able to accomplish. If the main
screen is in one of the Bini-screens, all you need to do
to bring it back to the main display is to click on it.
As you've probably understood, this gale is played with
the louse only, which speeds it up and makes access to
your inforlation easy.
[ click on Sulu, who is the navigator. Three
control panels are at his disposition. First, you have
the general layout of the area, represented as a
spinning )-D universe which ~akes it very realistic. You
may obtain a ZOO! view on the regional zone, and even

I chose to navigate at warp 10, the laximUI speed.
After a few moments, the digitized voice of Scotty
reminds me: 'We must slow down or otherwise the ship
will desintegrate!'. I thus slow down to Warp 8. I
arrive in the Zuner solar syste~, containing 6 planets.
I click on a planet in the view of the system obtained
by Suiu, and then on Spock to find out what we can
expect here. Adigitized voice informs Ie that a message
has just been received. I click on Uhura, who tells me
that there is a fleet of over 1000 ennemy ships In the
galaxy. Since Zuner is controlled by the Federation, I
am almost assured not to make any unfriendly encounters.
On Zuner I, an energy station can be found which
recharges my energy for navigating between the interior
planets of the system. Zuner IV is a repair station
which might come in handy if the vessel is attacked.
Lastly, Spock informs Ie that Zuner IV supports life
forls. On the Zuner system plan given by Sulu, I click
on Zuner IV to get there at full impulse power.
After a few seconds, a beautiful picture of the
Enterprise in orbit appears along with a message froa
Sulu. I click on Scotty who indicates the remaining
amount of Warp energy for travelling between systems,
and the level of Impulse power for travel within
systems. Time to click on Kirk, which advises lie to
teleport 6 or 7 members of the crew on the planet's
surface. (Ed: do I need to mention that you have to be
somewhat familiar with the series to understand?l. The
choice is up to you. You'll rapidly discover.that having
only one person on a planet is near useless. Also select
among the equipment found on other planets the one which
you will need and then teleport your personel. The
digitized sound of the teleportation is amazing lEd:
lioosh! I.
Then is the planet surface exploration phase, a
primordial aspect of the game, but not with such
elaborate graphics as the other parts. The faces of the
six crew members are represented along with the object
or the person in front of you in wireframe for9.
According to the nature of the object blocking your way
(door, robot, security bOlb, etc ... ) each person
suggests a different solution. The doctor often wants to
get closer, while Spock will rather use logic, Kirk will
often look for hidden lechanlsls and Sulu proposes to
destroy _ everythin~. You're the one choosing an
appropriate course of actions. If this works, no
problem; you move ahead and get to the following
obstacle. If it doesn't work, nothing light happen, or
your crev members light be wounded. Teleport yourself
back on the Enterprise and click on the doctor who viiI
heal the cre~, as Indicated with a life bar under the
person's figure.
Back on the planet, continue until you find an

------------,--_._._--_._...__._--_ .. _._._---------------------------...:..-.

GARBAGE ON THE LINE
... Life On The Frontier ...
or
--Roughing-It-Easy-by Calamity Jane -=CJ=I am Calamity Jane, OpSys of The Prairie Chip BBS
in ~yo~ting. All of that is just a coincidence ...
really!! Do you think I planned that? That my life is
THAT organized... hardly. Ever heard of Wyomin9
(Wi-O-ming)?? Where the sidewalks end and the West
begins and the trail cuts across the lonely prairie.
The fierce hositlities of the Araphoe, Sioux, Shoshone,
Cheyenne, and some ute, have kept our population down,
but yes, real people do live here in our many thousands
of acres of rolling plains. And we -00- own
computers ...
This article has been inspired by Iy BBS friends in
New York City. <hi! guys> I had a message very
typical... 'So YOU are the one who lives in Wyoming!'
very funny ... I seem to get a 'hard-tille' for being from
Wyoming where ever I go... and I have come up with
several defense lIechanisQs ... I proceeded to hint on how
I run my BBS in such a remote frontier without the usual
luxuries of electricity. 'How do you read? or watch
TV?" I was asked. I mentioned I don't watch much TV,
and read by the glow of the monitor. They were
intriged ... Thus the reason for this article.
There is such a combination of the old ways and the
net in my life, and they are combined in such a way that
makes my life quite tolerable, _pure and I don't have
millions of people around me. Oh, give me a home where
the buffalo roam... Yes, the millions of buffalo are
gooe, but there are a few, and I can count on a small
<but rather exciting> STampede on t.he average of every
couple of weeks. They do, however, continually knock
the pole over and pound the open wire <that 13 the
telephone line) into the ground in a cloud of dUST. No
optic fiber here.
I live in a log cabin. The dictionary calls it a
'small house ... rudely constructed. Hothin' rude here,
.e're friendly folk. It has all the cOlforts of home. I
purify my own water, I use an outhouse, I cook on a
woodstove. It supplies warmth and gives me sOQething to
constantly be doing. <HO, not the outhouse, the stove
!!> Cutting the trees, chopping the wood, hauling the
~ood,
loading the stove, emptylng the stove... you get
my idea. I burned of{ my eyebrows and eyelashes once
vhen r poured a dab of kerosene on what I THOUGHT was a
dead fire. Hovever, they grew back. I have a beautiful
brand-new washing machine that never needs repair. It's

a stick. ihe motion of the water in combination with
soap carries the dirt away. I don't have to listen to
the hounding of Iy clothes either. I have a rare
refrigerator that runs on kerosene, few exist though. I
have learned to live without the need for everything
electric. "Less Power to You!' I not only know how
many Desk Accessories you can have per disk, or to
forget extended format, but that a kerosene lantern with
a I' wick will burn apx. 45 hours on 1 quart of kerosene
at the rate of 5 hours each day <12 gal. a year>. I use
tallow rather than wax candles as they burn longer, are
brighter, and fairly s~oke free. I get (8 hours out of
a JH by 9". They are also free, if you make them. I do
not use oleman lanterns as they hiss, clank &blind me,
just like civilization. As you can see, electricity is
the least of my concerns. Till I bought the computers.
Then it becaQe a .ajor concern. But the power lines
Just ain't reached way-out-here yet !! The wind does
blow, mighty hard too; thus the source of power that
keeps Ie in CHAT. I all ala natural, on the great
treeless stretches, which roll away as far as the eye
can see.
The wind-generator, heck I still call it the
windmill, is a noisy, clanky, cus and if the wind
doesn't blow (hah!) the batteries won't charge. My
first concern is the wind will blow too hard and blow it
up. How do I surge protect THAT?? Still it does keep
me up and running and in enough power to keep The Chip
waiting for you at 2400 bps. I have considered many
ways to gain access to the power to run my computers. I
aID considering and finding out about high output silicon
solar cells and other such solar devices, but right nov
I'll stick with the good 01 wind, and the sloY-revving,
big fly wheel, last forever, donkey engine. The storage
of this energy is a constant pain. It is known as Wind
Generator System Stqrage Problems. The batteries are
still a bit of a black art even in this high tech age.
The batteries are the common lead acid type used in cars
and will last several years. About the only thing I
must do to them is check them daily and feed them rain
water if needed.
I got tired of traveling 13.2 miles to the nearest
neighboor to 'chat', so I talked long and hard ... Smooth
taklln' Joe finally ambled into toyn to see If they had
any more of Mtho3e damn ST machines'. Noy ye chat in
comfort without the worry of seeing the elephant, Indian
attacks, fierce storms or snakes. I never know when I
will hear the war cry and a cloud of arrows. molossi
tellim piduuvi. It can be on the average of once a week.
The phone lines require regular maintainence between the
Indians and the buffalo. The Indians love the colored
glass from the insulators, so I build boxes to cover
them, & paint owls on them <owls are bad luck to an
Indian). Quite often I must pour a bucket of water on
the ground rod, this makes for a better connection ... you
know, less line noise. It's hell running a 24 hour Bas
on an eight melber party line. It ain't too easy on them
either!! Eight of the beST callers any SYSOp could
\lant.
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TKCHNICAL HELP
ANull HodeM For your ST
And now a better way!!!
by Hr. Goodprobe
It appears that for every good and needed idea
mankind has come up with, so;eone has added some extra
features and labor saving addItions that make that
device the ·thing you can't live without!" Such an item
is this little null lodel that will allow you to
transfer files from your st to your 8 bit Atari, and to
other computers as well. Mow I fully well realize that
Afitic published and excellent article on this very topic
a while ago, but their procedure forced the user to have
in his possession an interface of SOGe sort for his 8
bit Hari, whether it be a PR Connection, 850 or the
like, nonetheless, you had to have this Item In your
possession or the transfer of data between both
compoters was impossible. But now I will' in a few short
paragraphs show you how to accomplish the very sale feat
without an interface.
What we will be assembling is a skimpy at best data
transfer setup that is easy on the olewallet. First you
. . i II need:
Ajoystick cable such as used on your favorite
alien blaster! This must be
complete with the plug on
one end.
1.)

2.) A25 pin connector to plug in the lodem port in
the rear of your ST.
3.)

One 3.9k to 4,1k 1/2 watt resistor 10\

tolerance
4.) Ashort run of 3 conductor wire
5.) Adiode (such as ECG 109 or any sllall s... itching
signal diode).
As you can see, we are merely connecting the
recfeve data line to the trans.it data line on the ST,
. . hile at the very sale time connecting the transmit data
line of the 8 bit Atari to the recieve data line of the
ST. You will then need to use a terl progral on the 8
bit that addresses the joystick port, such critters are
HPP term, and also the terl which came with the Supra
series of 1200 baud modems. You can go as fast as the 8
bit proqr3ID allovs, with a ceiling of 9600 baud if
someone . . ere to implelent faster transfer routines in
the afore~entioned programs. I have been using this type
of setup for several months no...... and its a dredl!!!
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This same basic setup can be used to connect the 8
bit Atari to lost any cOlputer out there on the market
today, with no difficulties whatsoever.
By the way, you might find it amazing that this
entire article this week has been typed, edited,
spell-checked Jnd saved to disk .. while downloadinq a
5001 K· disk of Husic studio files!! ·Sounds like
multi-tasking to me" you might comment, and quess what?
You are right! I am using a new file protocol .TIF for
Interlink
called
Hulti.IY, it allows you to
download/upload in the background while running your
favorite program and doing other more useful things! I
started the transfer, and then went to Iy file menu on
Interlink, pulled it down, and clicked on ·Execute". I
then chose my Vord Vr iter program and loaded it from
there, and thats were we are at this very moment! I am
able to check the progress of my xmodem or ymodel file
transfer by going up to the accessory area of my screen,
and vieving the slall display located there. It tells mf
how many blocks have been transfered, and with how many
errors. If you show a file, and save to the disk, you
get an error, but of course your BBS systel will resend
that block ... Amazln what they are doing now eh? This
accessory only works wIth Interlink 1,11 and up, so
unfortunatel, owners of other programs cannot enjoy this
gre~t time saving feature ...
Keep those Atari's hUlmin!
Hr. Goodprobe
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